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Instrumentation Overview
 Three general levels of core instrumentation:
–
–
–

Reactor control and operation
Additional reactor physics characterization – Validate reactor physics models
Experiment focused - Near or within the experiment vessel to provide experiment
environment conditions
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Historical Power Measurement
 Reactor Power
–
–
–
–
–

Core temperature rise measurements (delay => integrated power only)
Linear power ion chambers – integrated power output, maximum values
Log power chambers – initial and ending power levels, general transient characteristics
Fission counters
Flux wires and foils

Peak-to-Average Power per TREAT Assembly
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Historical Core Instrumentation
 Nuclear Measurements
–

–
–

Ion chambers – ~13 located
around the core mid-plane in
biological shielding
Compensated and
uncompensated
Combination of linear translation
and electronic gain to provide
ideal detector/measurement
ranges

 Flux wires and foils
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Historical Core Instrumentation
(continued)
 Thermal Measurements
–

Thermocouple instrumented fuel assemblies and coolant inlets and outlets

M8 Cal Half-Slotted Core Map
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Historical Core Instrumentation
(continued)
 Instrumented fuel element (five types of thermocouples assembly designs incorporating
three types of thermocouple installations were employed – 2 currently allowed)
“Transient Thermocouple Fuel Assembly”
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Physics Testing for TREAT Restart
Planned physics testing:
 Initial critical position
 Calibration of steady-state nuclear instrument chambers at 50 W
 Correlation of startup to steady-state nuclear instrument chambers at 50 W
 Calibration of transient nuclear instrument chambers at 50 kW
 Thermal heat balance at 50 kW
 Control rod reactivity measurements
Additional desired testing:
 Large core reactor transfer function measurement
 Isothermal temperature coefficient verification
 Axial and radial thermal and fast flux mapping of large core
 Measurement of temperature-limited transient thermal feedback
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Planned Experiment Instrumentation
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Planned Experiment Instrumentation
(continued)
 Multi-SERTTA Instrumentation
–
–
–
–
–
–

Thermocouples (sheathed and exposed tip) – vessel, environment, specimen
Fiber-based IR Pyrometer - specimen
Void detector - environment
Pressure transducer – vessel and expansion tank
Acoustic sensor – vessel
MPFD – in vessel

 Next Experiment Vehicles (Super SERTTA, TWERL)
–
–
–

LVDT – specimen internal pressure, cladding elongation, specimen elongation, flow meter
Turbine flow meters
Ultrasonics

 Calibration vehicle/testing crucial for specimen power prediction
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Needs to consider
 Understanding of historical approaches including instrumentation strategy,
selection, data interpretation, and modeling input
 Modern modeling validation data
–

Never modeled to the level of detail currently underway

 Transient characteristics of neutron flux magnitude, spectrum, and spatial
distribution
 Transient thermal characterization – not known to have been done (~0.9 ms time
delay from fuel particles to graphite, thermocouple delay ~ below)
 Open to good ideas…
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Instrument constraints and
opportunities
 In-core instrumentation (within the reflector)
–
–
–
–
–

Additions or changes in core likely require some level of experiment safety analysis
Neutronic insignificance will simplify (small instruments, neutron transparent materials)
Variety of options for wiring, facilitated by “flexible wires” (fragile fibers difficult)
Provision needed to assure location and avoid dropping into the core
Gamma heating very high during big pulses, volumetric fission heating is enormous if sensor
includes fissile material
– Neutron damage nearly negligible
– Some thermal heating should be expected (max fuel surface temp 575°C), polymers probably
not the best choice
– Gamma background rather low, except when
close to pre-irradiated experiment specimens
– Depending on instrument material and fluence,
they could become radioactive enough to require
shielded handling (storage, disposal)
– Response time (and data capture time) very
important during transients

 Coolant channels at fuel assembly corners
–
–

0.625” square channels, seem like an obvious
option for in-core instruments
Must be designed to avoid scratching fuel
assemblies
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Instrument constraints and
opportunities (continued)
 In the fuel assemblies
–
–

Existing driver fuel has a variety of thermocouple location designs
Outfitting (modifying) existing fuel assemblies probably a very difficult option to
execute

 In the experiment vehicle (e.g. SERTTA, TWERL, etc)
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Arguably the most difficult (and desirable) location for instruments
Must fit within the assumptions of a sizeable experiment safety package
Severely limited on space, wire routing difficult, must be workable in hot cell handling
Likely one time use instruments
Hermetic penetration for anything passing through the secondary containment
High-pressure/temperature penetration for anything passing into primary containment
Must negotiate for space with the main customer for the experiment (although nothing
prohibits an instrument program can’t be the owners of a dedicated experiment)
No shortage of “interested parties” already

 Near to the experiment
–
–
–

The 2” X 4” half dummy assembly is non-fueled (zircaloy and graphite)
Could be redesigned and fabricated rather easily (compared to fuel) to
house instruments
Very close to the experiment but not subject to the same constraints
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Instrument constraints and
opportunities (continued)
 Ex-core instrumentation (beyond the reflector)
–
–
–
–

Very thermalized spectrum (unless slotted configuration like hodoscope)
Flux far reduced compared to in-core (signal to noise)
Cold positions (very little gamma heat and radiant heat from fuel)
Cannot displace instruments currently needed for plant operation

 DAS
–

TREAT currently expanding plant DAS***, could include some expandability for users

 Quality Assurance
–

Expect a little bit of “hassle” for things like instrument material traceability and test planning
(INL team can help)
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Known Complementary Efforts and
Potential Resources
 MOOSE TREAT modeling team
 TREAT restart team
 TREAT experiments team – developing and testing suite of experiment
instrumentation (e.g. MPFD, pyrometer, boiling detector, thermocouples,
pressure transducers…)
 FY14 NEUP IRP (UW) – Advanced Instrumentation for Transient Reactor Testing
(advanced imaging systems, MPFD, optical fiber temperature sensor, diamonddiode temperature sensor)
 FY15 NEUP NEAMS (KSU) – A Transient Reactor Physics Experiment with High
Fidelity 3-D Flux Measurements for Verification and Validation (MPFD)
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Task 3 Desired Outcomes
 Identify gaps - what instruments are available now vs the past, what modeling
needs exist that can be addressed, etc.
 Data for modeling benchmarks vs data for experiment coupling factors
 Focus on planning, testing, implementation, and interpretation of
instrumentation for modeling and experiment needs (UW IRP has
developmental role)
–
–

Integrate with other complementary efforts
Uncertainty analysis

 Encourage instrumentation (and other) testing in TREAT
–

Possible opportunities in restart schedule

 Possibilities for improved thermal measurements for characterizing core power
 Ultimately – the purpose of the core (and experiment vehicle) is to provide the
experiment with the desired test environment
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